Abstract. This study is devoted to the evaluation of the role of assimilation of conventional data on the quantitative precipitation forecasts at regional scale. The conventional data included surface station reports as well as upper air observations. The analysis was based on the simulation of 15 cases of heavy precipitation that occurred in the Eastern Mediterranean. The verification procedure revealed that the ingestion of conventional data by objective analysis in the initial conditions of BOLAM limited area model do not result in a statistically significant improvement of the quantitative precipitation forecasts.
Introduction
In the frame of this study, an objective analysis scheme has been applied to assimilate conventional data into the initial conditions used by a limited area model. The scheme is based on the Bratseth method of successive corrections (Bratseth, 1986 ) that converges toward the solution obtained by optimum interpolation method. This method has several advantages. It is a physically sound method that can be easily applied and it is computationally not expensive. This technique applies correlation functions for the forecast errors to derive weights, which depend on the distances between observations and model grid points. After a number of iterations of the scheme, the length scale of the correlation functions is further reduced for subsequent iterations in order to speed up the convergence of the scheme towards smaller scales.
The conventional data used in this study include surface station data as well as rawinsondes from the synoptic network. The location of both surface and upper air stations used for the data assimilation is fiven in Fig. 1 
. The Global
Correspondence to: N. Mazarakis (nickmaz@meteo.noa.gr) Forecast System (GFS/NCEP) analysis fields are used as background fields (1st guess) into which the observations are assimilated. The resulting new analyses are used as initial conditions for BOLAM hydrostatic model. This model is then used to produce high resolution weather forecasts over Greece and part of the surrounding countries.
The impact of the data assimilation is evaluated for fifteen cases of heavy and widespread precipitation that occurred over Greece in the period [2002] [2003] . For each case both the control simulations (without any assimilation) and those were data assimilation has been applied, are used for the verification of the quantitative precipitation forecasts over Greece, part of Southern Bulgaria and West Turkey.
The successive correction method
The successive correction method is based on the application of two iterative equations that give estimates of the variables at both the grid points (Eq. 1) and the observation points (Eq. 2):
Here f is a model variable, n is the iteration counter, and i refers to grid points and k, j refer to observational points. The analysis is initialized with the background field, so f 0 i =f b i where f b i is the background field evaluated at the ith grid point, and f 0 i the corresponding zeroth iteration estimate. Then the gridded field is modified by the analysis of local data into the model grid. In Eq. (1) f n i is the nth iteration estimation at the grid point i, f 0 k is the kth observation, f n k is the value of the nth field estimate evaluated at the observational point k (obtained by interpolation from the surrounding grid points), w n ik is the weight and σ 2 n is the squared ratio of observation to background error, while n obs is the number of observations within a distance R from the grid point i.
The analysis is also performed at the observational points, following Eq. (2), which allows additional interpolation to be avoided. The analysis values at the observational points are obtained by a bilinear interpolation. In Eq. (2), f n j is the nth iteration estimation at the observational point j and δ kj is the Kronecker delta which is zero unless k=j . For the initial iteration f 0 j equals the background value interpolated to the observational point. This step results in convergence to optimal interpolation due to inclusion of error statistics in the Bratseth weights. The solution will converge if sufficient iterations over the grid are performed.
The Bratseth weights are assumed to be Gaussian functions that tend to zero with increasing observation distance from the analysis point:
where r 2 ik is the squared distance between the observation point k and the grid point i, β(p i , p j ) is the vertical correlation between pressure levels p i and p j . The radii of influence R are changed by a constant factor at each iteration:
The analysis is made in two scans. For the first scan, γ =1, with which only the large scales are captured. In the second scan, some iterations are made with γ <1 as an attempt to resolve smaller scale systems in the assimilation. In areas where the analysis converges after the first scan, there will be no corrections in the second scan. The advantage of the SCM is that it includes error statistics that provide a blend between the observation and background error. For relatively small observation error and large background error, the analysis will tend to converge toward the observations and for relatively large observation errors, the background field will be weighted more heavily.
Within an iteration the influence of each observation on the surrounding grid points is calculated, and thus the computational time is proportional to the number of observations. To reach a result close to the optimal result 5-10 iterations are usually needed to reach a result close to the optimal one when observations represent the scale of the analysis. Slower convergence may be found in areas where the observations are close, when there are large differences between the observations and the error statistics. These differences have to be reduced either by modifying their statistical properties. The observations that are too incompatible with their neighboring ones have to be rejected.
The SCM represents a simple tool to perform objective analysis that is fast, flexible and computationally inexpensive.
Model set-up
The numerical simulations performed in the frame of this study were made using BOLAM hydrostatic model. The most recent version of BOLAM is based on previous versions of the model described in detail by Buzzi et al. (1994 Buzzi et al. ( , 1997 Buzzi et al. ( , 1998 , Buzzi and Foschini (2000) . Since precipitation is the parameter that is verified in this paper, some information on the way the model treats resolved and parameterized precipitation is given in the following. Namely, the microphysical scheme implemented in BOLAM is coded mainly on the basis of the transformation process models described in Schultz (1995) . The scheme includes five hydrometeor categories: cloud ice, cloud water, rain, snow, and graupel. The subgrid scale precipitation is treated in BOLAM following the Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1993) . In the version of Kain-Fritsch scheme implemented in BOLAM, an additional modification, regarding the delaying of downdraft occurrence (Spencer and Stensrud, 1998) has been introduced. Namely, the first downdraft is delayed by about 30 min from the onset of new convection.
BOLAM model is used for operational weather forecasting at the National Observatory of Athens (NOA) since 1999. A recent evaluation of these operational forecasts in the Mediterranean region is given in Lagouvardos et al. (2003) with very encouraging results concerning mainly precipitation forecasts. The operational model chain at NOA includes two one-way nested grids:
-The coarse grid consists of 135×110 points with a 0.21 deg horizontal grid interval (∼23 km) centred at 41 • N latitude and 15 • E longitudes, covering the area of the Mediterranean and Southern Europe (Fig. 1a ).
-The fine grid consists of 140×128 points with a 0.06 deg horizontal grid interval (∼6.5 km), centred at 38 • N latitude and 24 • E longitude (approximately the position of Athens). The fine grid covers the Greek peninsula with its maritime areas expanding from the Ionian Sea in the west up to the Turkish coasts in the east (Fig. 1b) .
In the vertical, 30 sigma-levels are used in the coarse grid and 40 in the fine grid, while the model top has been set at about 10 hPa on both grids. The vertical resolution is higher in the boundary layer, and becomes coarser from the top of the boundary later up to the model top.
The GFS/NCEP gridded analysis fields and 6 h interval forecasts, at 1.25 deg lat/lon horizontal grid increment, are used to initialise the model and to nudge the boundaries of the coarse grid during the simulation period. The orography fields are derived from a 30 resolution terrain data file provided by USGS.
The operational runs are initialised every day with the 00:00 UTC GFS analysis. The duration of the simulation is 72 h for the coarse grid, and 66 h for the inner grid starting at 06:00 UTC of the same day. In the following, the operational runs are referred to as OPER while the corresponding forecasts with assimilation of conventional data (surface and upper air observations) as ASSIM.
Statistical evaluation of precipitation forecasts
The statistical verification of precipitation fields is based on the calculation of the following statistical measures:
-the area bias B, defined as:
where F is the number of stations for which the model predicted precipitation amount exceeded a certain threshold and O is the number of stations that recorded at least the selected threshold.
-the threat score T S, defined as:
where CF is the number of stations where the rainfall from model forecast is equal to the observed one (Correct Forecast). A threat score equal to 1 is a perfect result, while 0 is the lowest possible value.
-the equitable threat score ET S, defined as:
where R is a random forecast defined as the product of F and O, divided by the total number N of verified stations:
The ET S is equivalent to T S with a correction to remove the bias from random hits. It is noted that both threat scores (T S and ET S) are provided in order to ease the comparison with previous published studies on precipitation verification. These statistical measures are used extensively for evaluation of model forecasts of precipitation (e.g. Mesinger et al., 1990; Mesinger, 1996; Belair et al., 2000; Lagouvardos et al., 2003) . In the framework of this study, bias and equitable threat scores are calculated for six distinct threshold values of precipitation: 0.1, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 mm.
The verification of accumulated precipitation has been performed for two 24-h periods, one from t+06 to t+30 forecast hours and the second from t+18 to t+42 forecast hours, for fifteen cases of widespread precipitation over Greece during the winter period of 2002 and 2003 . In all cases the observed precipitation is verified against both the coarse and the fine grid forecasted precipitation provided by both experiments (OPER and ASSIM). Statistical significance of the differences of the results from the two experiments is tested with a paired t-test. For the verification procedure the model precipitation at the four closest points to each rain-gauge site are averaged, weighted by the inverse of their squares distance from the rain-gauge. On average 70 rain-gauge stations are used for each rain event. The average number of observations per event is 51 for the 0.1 mm threshold, 45 for the 1 mm, 39 for the 2.5 mm, 34 for the 5 mm, 24 for the 10 mm and 12 for the >20 mm threshold. Figure 2 presents the results of the verification statistics, averaged over the fifteen cases analysed in this study for the fine grid model forecasts and for the two 24-h periods (accumulated precipitation from t+06 to t+30 in Figs. 2a-c and from t+18 to t+42 in Figs. 2d-f) . Inspection of these figures leads to the following remarks:
1. BIAS score for both experiments in the lowest (0.1 mm) and high threshold (20 mm) is larger than the perfect score 1 (Figs. 2a, d ). It shows a model tendency to overestimate the very light and the large precipitation. For the medium precipitation amounts the OPER curve is closer to 1 than ASSIM but this difference is not statistically significant. 2. The THREAT score values (Figs. 2b, e) are very close for both experiments and for all precipitation thresholds, especially for the period t+18 to t+42 (Fig. 2f) . For the first forecast period (i.e. t+06 to t+30, Fig. 2b ) the OPER curve shows better results but the differences are not statistically significant with the exception of the 5 mm threshold were the ASSIM results were worst (at 95% significance level).
3. As it concerns ET S, for the first forecast period there is an improvement for ASSIM experiment only for the 0.1 mm precipitation threshold but this is not statistically significant (Fig. 2c) . The differences between the two experiments are statistically significant for the precipitation thresholds of 1, 2.5 and 5 mm with a 90% confidence level. For the second forecast period, differences between the two simulations are not statistically significant (Fig. 2g) . In general, the results of ASSIM are worse than those of OPER.
Example of case studies
As discussed in Sect. 3, no statistically significant change was found through the implementation of the assimilation method, as in general the OPER statistical results are better than those obtained by the ASSIM simulations. An exception was observed on the 18 October 2003 case, were there was an improvement of precipitation forecasts in the ASSIM simulations. During this period, Northwestern Greece was influenced by a low-pressure system moving from Italy towards West Greece. Figure 3 presents the 24-h precipitation measured from the rain gauges from 18:00 UTC 18 October 2003 end- The next two figures (Figs. 4a, b ) present the 24-h accumulated precipitation predicted by the OPER and the ASSIM experiments for the same period. The OPER accumulated precipitation field reproduced single maxima in Albania and the largest amount of precipitation in Northwest Greece does not exceed 40 mm. The ASSIM accumulated precipitation was closer to reality since the reproduced precipitation maxima (purple colours in Fig. 4b ) were closer to the 40 • N latitude line. In Kastoria, the 75 mm of rain recorded by the rain gauge compares better with the 56 mm forecasted by the ASSIM simulation than the 23 mm forecasted by the OPER simulation.
Concluding remarks
In the frame of this study, a statistical evaluation of the impact of assimilation of conventional data into the initial fields used by a limited area model has been performed. This evaluation was made on the precipitation forecasts of the model fine grid (covering Greece and part of the surrounding countries) for a selection of 15 rain events. The statistical evaluation of the simulations with (ASSIM) and without (OPER) data assimilation was based on the calculation of standard verification scores (bias, threat, ET S). The results have shown that there is not statistical improvement of the quantitative precipitation forecasts through the assimilation of conventional data. For most of the scores and for both verified periods the OPER simulations outperform the ASSIM ones and mainly for the ET S score. These results are in line with the results reported in Ferretti and Faccani (2005) who also found a poor improvement on rainfall from the assimilation of a large number of surface and upper air data for a case study in the Alpine region.
On the other hand the data used in this study are not dense as they are provided by the synoptic network. In the recent literature, it has been pointed out that the use of radar and satellite data has a larger impact on the verification scores (Gallus and Segal, 2001; Lagouvardos and Kotroni, 2005) . It is therefore in the authors plans to continue this study and evaluate the impact on quantitative precipitation forecasts from the assimilation of non-conventional data, such as radar and/or satellite observations.
